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Finite Element Analyses
Finite-element models of complex engineering sys-
tems often require significant computational time,
especially when part of an optimization loop or
in the context of uncertainty quantification (UQ)
in which multiple runs are required. Large scale
parallel computers are then required. The emer-
gence of novel processors like graphics processing
units (GPU) will significantly impact this field by
reducing by orders of magnitude the running time
of these simulations and allowing complete valida-
tion and UQ analyses. In this project we explore the
use of GPUs to assemble and solve finite-element
matrices. Assembly of the matrix may be compu-
tationally costly in cases where the mesh deforms
or when non-linear differential operators are in-
volved.

Standard Assembly Method
1. Compute elemental data for one element.
2. Accumulate the element data into the system.
3. Repeat until done.
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Where the mapping is defined by the mesh.

Empirical schematic of the 8800GTX from [2].
Note memory space latencies on right.

GPU Architecture
GPUs are massively multithreaded many-core
chips that create a computational hierarchy:

1. Threads perform operations.
• Owns local memory and registers.

2. A block of threads runs on a multiprocessor.
• Shared memory for all owned threads.
• Synchronize threads to communicate.

3. A grid of blocks is run by a CUDA kernel.
• Global memory for all owned blocks.
• No synchronization so no inter-block

communication.

In developing a GPU algorithm, we want
• Task partitioned into independent work.
• Minimal work redundancy
• Minimal memory latency.

Results
• The algorithms scale well with the number of

elements.
• GPU SharedNZ is almost 100x faster than the

optimized serial CPU.
• The optimal GPU algorithm depends on the el-

ement order.
• SharedNZ

– Relies on small shared memory space.
– Redundant computations at high order.
– Fails completely when element data is too

large and can’t fit into shared memory.

• GlobalNZ
– No redundant computations.
– Many slow global memory accesses.

Two GPU Assembly Methods
Global Assembly by Non-Zero Partitioning Shared Assembly by Non-Zero
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The GlobalNZ method prefetches a set of nodes to shared memory
(blue), calls the element subroutine for each element, and stores the
data in global memory (green) for later assembly. Each element is
computed exactly once.

Both methods color the
grid into chunks. The
SharedNZ also needs
the halo of each chunk.

The SharedNZ method stores element data in shared memory
(blue) to assemble a set of NZs directly into the system of equa-
tions in global memory (green). Halo elements will be com-
puted more than once.

Conclusion
• We presented multiple approaches to implementing FEM assembly on GPUs.
• Strategies for efficient use of shared, local, and global memory in each method.
• Strategies for preprocessed supporting data which allows fast access and uses minimal memory in each

method.
• FEM assembly on GPU achieves significant speedups. When coupled with efficient linear solvers, this

technology reduces by orders of magnitude the computational cost of large scale HPC calculations.
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